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As we plot and plan for the coming harvest seasons on how to pack the increasing volumes of Gold3 
coming our way, there is a lot of interest in how we are going to achieve this.

For the next few years, it is our intention to 
process the fruit using buffer stores in conjunction 
with a tent system on the infeed. 

A buffer store gives us the ability to harvest fruit in the 
optimum maturity for TZG and storage. The fruit is stored in 
a field bin in a coolstore for a short period of time, anywhere 
from one to 18 days. The fruit is packed either during wet 
weather, or in the period between the G3 harvest finishing 
and the Hayward harvest starting. Staff traditionally would 
not be working during this time. The only problem with 
packing fruit out of buffer store in late April and May, is you 
have to deal with a condensation issue. When we pull the 
fruit out of the buffer store we need to put it straight into 
an environment where the humidity is controlled (which is 
known as the “tent”). The tent encompasses the infeed of 
the sizer up until the labeller. This stops the condensation 
forming on the fruit and allows us to put a label on the fruit.

The fundamental differences between a Controlled 
Atmosphere (CA) store and a buffer store is that the CA 
store is a sealed room with equipment that controls the 
atmosphere to slow ripening. Fruit is typically harvested at a 
slightly different harvest criteria to make sure the firmness 
is high enough to endure the typically 36 to 60 days in a 
CA store. In some cases, this may result in lower maturity, 
lower TZG, and shorter storage life after packing. In both 
CA and buffer stores, growers are compensated for the loss 
of weight (and taste for G3 as packed size is linked to taste 
payments) via a model. CA stores are typically packed out 
in late June to July when the weather is a lot colder, hence 

there is little to no condensation on the fruit. This allows 
a label to be put on the fruit without the need for a tent.

The key to successfully cool storing any fruit is to 
understand the maturity characteristics of the fruit 
you have placed in the coolstore. Last year we built 
a desktop maturity tool that the reps trialled. It is 
our intention to post this tool on the grower portal 
this year. We will then provide training so we can 
all understand what we are trying to achieve.

As we fill the packing window between G3 harvest 
finishing and Hayward starting, buffer storage has 
given us, what I believe, is a low-risk option for the fruit. 
Once this window is full, we will need to either build 
another packhouse or start investing in CA storage. We 
predict that time will be in approximately five years. 

Buffer Storage: A Low-Risk 
Option For Fruit James Trevelyan  

– Managing Director 



Crop Estimate
We have completed the fruit crop estimate with 
the following outcome shown in the table above. 

This season approximately 67% of Gold3 orchards were 
counted using the counting machine and approximately 50% 
of Hayward orchards. Early audits indicated this machine 
was undercounting actual fruit by 15% to 20%. As a result, the 
software used to turn images into counts was updated and 
all counts reprocessed. Further auditing after this change 
was made showed the machine was still undercounting by 
1.2% of Gold3 orchards and by 5.3% on Hayward orchards. 
We have added 5% to all counts the machine made on 
Hayward orchards, and made no adjustment to any Gold3 
orchards.

What this means for growers is that your estimates are now 
different to the ones sent out if:

• Your orchard was machine counted before the 28th of 
January, for either variety.

• Your orchard is Hayward and was machine counted, on 
any day.

These updated crop estimates are now available on the 
Trevelyan Grower Portal.

Maturity Test Results
For the 2021 harvest, results from clearance 
reports will be available through the Zespri 
Maturity Clearance System (MCS), and results 
from monitor samples will be available through 
the Trevelyan Grower Portal. No monitoring data 
will be shown on the Zespri MCS. However, all 
clearance data will be shown on the Trevelyan 
Grower Portal.

Growers will need to make sure they have access to both 
systems for the 2021 harvest. Access to the Zespri system is 
either through the Zespri Canopy website, or directly at mcs.
zespri.com using the same username and password you use 
to access the Canopy. Access to the Trevelyan Grower Portal 
is through growers.trevelyan.co.nz. If you need help getting 
access to the Trevelyan Grower Portal, contact Phil (phil@
trevelyan.co.nz) or your grower rep.

We are working on adding a graph to the maturity reports 
on our grower portal that shows the progress of all maturity 
factors through time, as well as what is happening to dry 
matter. The trends displayed will show how each maturity 
indicator is progressing towards the ideal for long-term 
storage, as well as how dry matter is developing. It is based 
on an internal tool we have been using the last two seasons 
to follow how fruit maturity is progressing. 

More details will be given over the next few months, in this 
newsletter and technical tips.

Operations 
Update
Phil Allison – Information Systems Manager

Trevelyan’s News »

Fruit Group 2021 Fruit Estimate 2021 Flower Estimate %Increase 2020 Packed %Increase

GACK 9,632,820 8,272,584 16.4% 8,333,310 15.6%

GAOB 1,096,363 1,039,553 5.5% 739,714 48.2%

HECK 37,165 27,297 36.2% 29,075 27.8%

HWCK 6,278,499 6,145,204 2.2% 5,730,686 9.6%

HWOB 339,161 291,113 16.5% 305,301 11.1%

TOTAL 17,384,008 15,775,751 10.2% 15,138,086 14.8%

NB: The Gold3 organic numbers includes five orchards that finish conversion this season and will pack their first organic crop.
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Thanks to all the growers who took the time to respond to our survey. Key results are summarised as follows:

• 80 growers responded to the survey.

• The top four packhouse sustainability issues for  
growers are:
1. We create value for our growers
2. Biosecurity and biodiversity are important to us
3. Our team’s health and safety are a top priority
4. Trevelyan’s is a great place to work

• Key words mentioned in relation to packhouse 
sustainability are: trustworthy, science, efficient and 
effective, ethics, personal values, respect, profit, 
compliance, orchards.

• Our growers generally consider we are doing “very well” 
in relation to our key packhouse sustainability issues, 
especially in relation to biodiversity and biosecurity, 
creating grower value and minimising our carbon footprint.

• In order to improve our approach to packhouse 
sustainability, growers would like to see the following: 
more focus on sustainability in orchards and with orchard 
workers, use of solar panels and batteries, grey water 
recycling, keep up to date with the latest science, educate 
staff on biosecurity.

• Key orchard sustainability issues for growers are:
1. Managing biosecurity to ensure we can supply fruit to 

markets across the world
2. Protecting water quality by managing nutrient inputs 

and losses
3. Reducing chemical inputs on orchards and 

understanding how this affects yields
4. Active management and efficient use of our precious 

water resources

• Other potential orchard sustainability issues include 
fertiliser use and water management.

• The most important methods of communication with 
growers are:
1. Face to face on the orchard
2. Emails (e.g. Week that Was, Techtip)
3. Phone calls
4. Field days and discussion groups

• The least important method of communication with 
growers is social media.

• Our growers generally consider we are doing best in the 
following areas: emails, face to face on the orchard and in 
the packhouse.

• Some of our growers would like additional help with 
understanding reports, more orchard visits and using the 
portal.

• Local community organisations that growers would like 
us to support are: emergent community organisations, op 
shops, Coastguard Maketu, youth scholarships, mental 
health, complex chronic illness, island communities, local 
sports clubs, foodbanks, Summerhill Recreation Park, 
schools.

• Other issues to consider include: sustainable packaging, 
roadside shelterbelts, use of Onside app, good 
communication, opportunities for RSE workers.

We have some good ideas about how we can translate 
this feedback into new initiatives in 2021 to improve our 
sustainability performance and communications with you. 
If you have any comments or feedback, please get in touch 
by emailing Sarah.lei@trevelyan.co.nz

The S Word » 

Sustainability 
Update 
Sarah Lei – Sustainability Manager
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KiwiStart Volumes
The volumes of fruit Zespri are planning to 
harvest under KiwiStart criteria this season has 
been released:

Fruit 
Group Type Market Access 

Required Dates Volume 
Planned

GACK FPP
Ok for China, 

Japan, or 
Europe

10 March to 
16 March 8,000,000

GACK Allocation Any 17 March to 
23 March 6,000,000

GACK Allocation Any 24 March to 
30 March 5,000,000

GACK Allocation Any 31 March 
to 6 April 5,000,000

Note: There is the potential for Zespri to add another 
2,000,000 trays to this to bridge a gap between first 
past the post and allocations, or between allocations 
ending and main pack starting. If not required for either 
situation, this volume will not be harvested in KiwiStart.

Fruit 
Group Type Market Access 

Required Dates Volume 
Planned

GAOB FPP Ok for USA, 
Japan, or Europe

17 March to 
30 March 400,000

Note: This supply cap may be closed early if too much M band 
fruit is submitted due to a lot of this fruit being for Japan.

Fruit 
Group Type Market Access 

Required Dates Volume 
Planned

HWCK FPP Ok for China, 
Japan, or Europe

27 March 
to 9 April 8,000,000

HWCK Allocation Any 10 April to 
16 April 6,000,000

HWCK Allocation Any 17 April to 
23 April 2,000,000

HWCK Allocation Any 24 April to 
30 April 2,000,000

HWCK Allocation Any 1 May to 
9 May 3,000,000

Note: For 2021 we can pack allocations from the last 
three weeks ahead of time and will be paid the rate 
for the week fruit is packed in (in previous seasons 
payment was for the week fruit was allocated to).

Fruit 
Group Type Market Access 

Required Dates Volume 
Planned

HWOB FPP Ok for USA, 
Japan, or Europe

3 April to 
7 May 800,000

New Zespri Maturity Clearance 
System
The new maturity system (replacement for 
Eurofins) is now live and operating. 

Currently orchard setups can be done, and residue samples 
can be ordered. New functionality is being added all the time 
with clearance samples able to be requested from next week. 

This project is on track and should have all the 
functionality it needs to manage clearance sampling in 
time for the 2021 season.

Industry 
Update
Phil Allison – Information Systems Manager

Industry Update »
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Submit Payments
The quantum of submit payments has not been 
reviewed for many seasons. For the 2021 harvest 
and beyond these will be increased. 

For Gold3 the payment will be increased from $2.80 to $3.30. 
For Hayward the payment will be increased from $2.25 to 
$2.45. 

This brings both submit payments into the range of 20% 
to 25% of expected total fruit and service payments for the 
season. Where the submit payment falls outside of this 20% 
to 25% range in the future there will be a reassessment to 
bring it back into range.

Zespri borrows the money to make the advance payments. 
Any issues with Zespri’s ability to borrow this much money 
will also lead to a review of the quantum of the submit 
payment.

The larger submit payment will result in the first few 
progress payments being lower than usual.

Increased Time Rates And Pack 
Differentials
With the minimum wage for RSE workers being 
set at $22.10 this season, that has become the 
minimum rate for all packhouse workers. 

This rate has a flow on effect on pack differentials and time 
rates, both of which have a large labour component in them.

Pack differentials are the difference in cost between packing 
a bulk pack and any other pack type. Packhouses essentially 
charge their growers the cost of packing a bulk pack, and 
Zespri tops that up from the pool for the extra cost of packing 
any pack type other than a bulk pack. It allows packhouses to 
pack different mixes of pack types without any commercial 
disadvantages. There is a labour component in these extra 
costs that increases when wage rates increase.

Time rates include the cost of condition checking and 
repacking fruit. When the cost of labour increases, so does 
the cost of doing the repack.

Proposal To Make 39 Count 
Gold3 Non-Standard Supply
Zespri are considering making Gold3 39 count 
fruit Non-Standard Supply (NSS). 

What that means is they would no longer be obliged to sell 
all the fruit of this size that growers produce. Instead with 
NSS sizes Zespri take a set number of trays, with suppliers 
then able to sell the rest through other channels. The current 
NSS sizes for kiwifruit are 46 count fruit for the Hayward fruit 
groups and 42 count fruit for the Gold3 fruit groups.

Over the last three seasons, while the volume of Gold3 has 
increased by 31%, the volume of 39 count fruit has increased 
by 216%. This is a faster rate of increase than Zespri say they 
can grow demand to meet. 

Zespri are planning to consult with growers on this 
proposal. We will let you know how and when the 
consultation will happen.
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Organic Insights »

Organic 
Conversions 
and Soil Health  
Nicola Roderick – Grower Liaison / Organic Manager

With license tenders looming on the horizon and 
lots of interest in organics, I thought it would 
be a good time to note down a few points about 
converting land over to organic production.

It all depends on what your starting point is in terms of 
the ecosystem quality. Is it contoured? Has it had multiple 
chemical pesticide inputs? What is the soil type? It could 
be a good idea to talk to others who have done something 
similar and make a three to five year plan of how you wish to 
bring the environment back into a natural balance. It is about 
creating a situation where the soil microorganisms can play 
their part in recycling nutrients to make them more readily 
plant available, without having to rely on external inputs. 
There are tools available – soil tests, soil food web tests, sap 
tests, leaf tests – these all help you to understand the bigger 
picture of your orchard, and in organics the individuality 
of your orchard seems to be more important than in a 
conventional orchard where a synthetic band-aid can often 
fix things.

The BioGro certification process takes about three years. 
However, to minimise a loss of production over the 
conversion years, focusing on soil health prior to beginning 
conversion can help the orchard as its fertiliser inputs are 
reduced. 

Main Principles
The main principle is to get the environment to kick-start 
itself into producing what a plant needs naturally. This may 
need a helping hand to begin with but start by reducing 
weed strips and using weed mats or mulching around young 

plants to begin the cycle. Building up organic matter is key 
to rebuilding the soil structure. Compost aids this process 
and introduces a variety of soil microbial life. Rejuvenating 
your sward is another key component to starting life on an 
organic journey. Besides eliminating herbicide use, planting 
of beneficial cover crops can help, as well as increasing 
light through mature canopies through summer pruning. 
Removing any compaction issues can help the soil structure 
and enhance drainage. Ripping or subsoiling can help in this 
area, if done at the correct time of year, as well as sowing 
deep-rooting sward species. To speed up the process to 
natural balance, an addition of biostimulants and worms can 
increase activity in the soil. 

Soil Chemistry
This is the obvious area where most growers look. BioGro 
requires a soil test (including organic matter) for the first 
three years of conversion. But the results should allow you to 
see where inputs are required. Over time you may find they 
balance themselves out and fewer inputs are required. Any 
obvious deficiencies could be addressed before conversion 
when only BioGro approved products will be allowed.  

Many organic growers rely on compost, chicken manure 
and fish meal for their nitrogen component. However, other 
products are on the market now such as Protamin N13 that 
provides higher levels of nitrogen in an easy to use form.   

Soil Structure 
If your soil physical structure is poor, then you may suffer 
from drainage issues. The soil may be unaerated and root 
growth and biological fertility are likely to be compromised as 
a result. 

As a starting point, a soil penetrometer or Visual Soil 
Assessment can be undertaken to determine the physical 
condition of the soil, otherwise just digging a few holes 
around an orchard will give you an indication into the initial 
state of the structure.

A good sward can help over time with minor soil structural 
issues but if it’s something a bit more major, like compaction 
or subsurface pans, then look at ripping, subsoiling or soil 
aeration blasting methods when a soil is at an ideal moisture 
level (e.g. not waterlogged or overly dry).
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Depending on your region and soil type, a drainage system 
may be required.  

Soil Biology 
Research shows that plants send out secretions from their 
roots which entice the type of biologicals they need from the 
soil. They squeeze the nutrients from the microorganisms 
before sending them back out to the soil. If the soil biological 
life is low, the plants won’t receive the nutrients they require 
in a low input system.

Many other systems are at play within the soil and plant 
interactions. High quantities of good quality active (made up 
of partially decomposed plant and animal residues) organic 
matter (>5-6%) along with strong biological life allow the 
plant to fix nitrogen from the air and recycle nutrients. This 
is essential to plant health during a low input organic model 
and can help maintain leaf condition and vine vigour that was 
seen prior to conversion.

Certain inputs such as BioGro approved kelp, chicken manure 
and fish fertilisers can be used to feed both soil microbial 
life and provide nutrients to the vines. In turn, a good sward 
acts as an armour, or a home and food source for biologicals. 
The more diverse the plant species, the more diverse the 
life below. Summer pruning to let enough light through to 
encourage sward growth will increase this benefit. Over-
sowing of shade tolerant sward species can improve this 
diversity.  

To build up the active organic matter component of the soil 
and the major source of mineralizable nitrogen during an 
orchard conversion, compost is required. To compensate 
for a herbicide sprayed weed strip, initial applications of 
compost banded on this area in spring will start this process. 
After a few years the compost should be broadcast over the 
whole site (soil type dependant). Any increase in the organic 
matter content of the soil will also provide benefits in water 
and nutrient holding capacity. Application of biological 
activators and microbial stimulants and earthworms can 
further improve soil health once the soil has good quality 
organic matter content over 7%-8%.

Summary
The organic journey can take a few years to get your 
desired outcome, but it is worth it in the end. You may need 
to pay more attention to the orchard in the first few years 
to ensure you are rebuilding the balance, but ultimately it 
is about creating a situation where the environment can 
rebalance itself.

References
“A Preparation for Conversion to Organic Kiwifruit Production from a Soil 
Fertility Perspective, Actions to Take Before Conversion Begins”; Peter 
Mulligan Horticultural Consultant Ltd.
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Weather Update
The rainfall experienced on 14th February was 
a welcome relief to many Bay of Plenty growers 
with over 100mm of rain experienced in many 
areas. 

Cumulative rainfall since 1st November 2020 shows 
seasonal rainfall for Te Puke appears to be close to 
average when compared to the past five years.

PERIOD RAINFALL
(1st November – 18th February) for harvest years 2020/21 - 2016/17

Rainfall 
(mm) 

2020/21

Rainfall 
(mm) 

2019/20

Rainfall 
(mm) 

2018/19

Rainfall 
(mm) 

2017/18

Rainfall 
(mm) 

2016/17

5-year ave 
rainfall 
(mm)

484 268 540 564 497 471

(1st January – 18th February) for harvest years 2020/21 - 2016/17

171 19 21 477 308 199
Figure 1. Comparing period rainfall data at Plant and Food Te Puke weather station.

The relief of the rain experienced on 14th February is shown 
in the NIWA soil moisture deficit maps (Figure 2) illustrated 
below – these show that soil moisture is in a much more 
favourable position when compared to the same date last 
year. Hopefully this will give your irrigation systems a rest 
and assist any late dry matter girdles to heal (which are 
typically slow to heal in dryer conditions).

Are There Any Explosive Gold3 
Fruit Out There?
A phenomenon in Gold3 referred to as “explosive 
softs” was a significant industry issue until 
2018 but was not widespread in the 2019 or 2020 
harvest seasons. 

We’re trying to understand what causes it on orchards. An 
explosive fruit is one that is jelly-like, bursting or “exploding” 
on impact, with the juice contaminating the surrounding 
sound fruit in picking bags, harvest bins or at bin tip. If the 
fruit explodes in the shed the juice/pulp contaminates the 
belts and rollers on the packing machinery, which then 

further contaminates additional 
sound fruit. If not removed at 
packing time, the juice on this 
contaminated sound fruit turns 
black in coolstore and becomes 
a storage reject known as Non-
Pathogenic Fungal Growth 
(NPFG), often referred to as 
Alternaria.

I am working with Dr Mary 
Black (Zespri Global Resource 
Development Manager) to 
identify any problematic orchards 
in an effort to determine the 
cause. If you become aware of an 
“explosive” issue on your Gold3 
block, please contact me as soon 
as possible so I can co-ordinate a 
response with the Zespri team.

Technical 
Information
Gordon Skipage – Kiwifruit Technical Manager

Technical Info »
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Should I Do A Second Dry 
Matter Girdle?
As I write this article (19/02/2020) Zespri has 
indicated that dry matter payments will be made 
for the upcoming season – many growers were 
waiting on this announcement before deciding 
whether to conduct a second dry matter girdle. 

Girdling in January/February has been shown to be an 
effective tool in rising dry matter in Gold3, but often growers 
are nervous about whether the late girdle will heal. Recent 
dry summers have increased the risk of the late girdles not 
healing, but the recent summer rainfall sees soil moisture 
levels back to “normal” for this time of year. I suspect 
therefore, that healing times should be faster than we’ve seen 
in recent years.

Remember however, that girdles restrict the movement 
of nutrients/carbohydrates to the root zone while they are 
open and therefore may affect the long-term health of the 
vine – the longer they take to heal, the longer the root zone is 
lacking resources.

If your girdles are slow in healing, or you feel your root zone 
is heavily compromised, consider the following actions to 
reduce stress and promote health:

• Wrapping girdle wounds in “plastic” (i.e. a gladwrap type 
material) is common practice by many growers to speed 
up the healing process.

• Reduce the crop load on this year’s crop (ensuring the 
plant’s resources go into its “health”, and not the fruit.

• Maximise post-harvest leaf condition:
o Consider applying a foliar fertiliser to improve plant 

health.
_  Refer to your merchant to discuss what is the best 

option for you.
o Use copper sparingly (and at summer rates) while leaf 

condition is good.
o Where possible, avoid using copper to drop leaves after 

harvest.
_  Allowing your vines to drop leaves naturally 

(senescence) means the plant draws maximum 
reserves from the leaves, storing them in the roots for 
maximum benefit at budbreak next spring. 

Crop Protection
Wheat Bug
The importance of controlling wheat bug habitat has been 
highlighted by its inclusion as a “pest of concern” by Chinese 
regulators. The discovery of wireweed, allseed, cudweed 

or sandspurry in/around the loadout pad during KiwiGreen 
monitoring will lead to a market restriction to China – wheat 
bug finds in market may result in a recall of product from 
China and the USA.

Now is the last chance to remove or spray weeds around 
your loadout pad with herbicide - if you leave spraying too 
close to the start of harvest, wheat bug often enters picking 
bins as they look for a new habitat. 

Clean-Up Sprays
Many growers apply a clean-up spray immediately prior to 
harvest to remove light staining (tannins) off the fruit. So, 
what are your choices?

• KiwiStart:
o Clean-up sprays are often not required during the 

KiwiStart period as leaf quality is good and the fruit is 
not stained from tannins produced as leaves deteriorate 
later in the season.

o Calcium phosphate/phosphoric acid cleaners such as 
CP Clean™ are good options for early harvested fruit.
_  Cleaning is completed once the product is dry.  
_  Application rate of 5L/1000L – applied at 1500L 

water/ha in both directions (total 3000L water/ha 
minimum).

o Citric acid is an effective option, but there are 
occasional reports of some stains “re-staining” in 
coolstore.
_  Citric acid remains the only option available for 

organic growers.
_  Application rate 5kg/1000L – applied at 1500L water/

ha in both directions (total 3000L water/ha minimum).

• Mainpack:
o Apply a phosphate buffered lactic acid products such 

as Jewel Clean LF™ or KiwiLustre LF™ to remove the 
heavier staining often experienced later in the season.
_  Longer acting - typically takes a few days to be fully 

effective, therefore applications 2-3 days before 
harvest during good drying is recommended.

_  Due to the abrasive nature of these products, leaf 
quality may decline after use, therefore it is not 
recommended for use during the KiwiStart period.

_  Application rate of 5L/1000L - applied at 1500L water/
ha in both directions (total 3000L water/ha minimum).

o Citric acid is recommended for organic growers.
_  Application rate 5kg/1000L – applied at 1500L water/

ha in both directions (total 3000L water/ha minimum).

And remember:

• Lift fruit above 1.5m to avoid fruit being damaged through 
contact and with sprayers and/or harvest bins/tractors. 
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o If you have large areas of low hanging fruit (i.e. low 
structures throughout the orchard), consider not 
spraying at all as the benefit of a clean-up spray may be 
compromised by large numbers of damaged fruit.

• Best practice is to apply in split applications - two passes 
of 1500L water/ha (3000L water total) in opposite 
directions to improve coverage of fruit. Complete the 
second pass while the first is still wet.

• Clean-up sprays are ineffective at removing sooty mould 
or stains caused by heavy metals in your water supply.

Post-Harvest Crop Protection
With the 2021 harvest underway shortly, growers 
should consider their post-harvest pest and 
disease management options. 

Spraying agrichemicals to harvested blocks near non-
harvested areas can be risky, so special attention must be 
paid to possible contamination risks resulting from spray drift 
and\or not cleaning spray tanks out effectively.

Psa
Apply copper (at summer rates) immediately after harvest 
to protect fruit stalks from Psa. Fruit stalks provide a huge 
number of entry points for Psa to infect the vine.

You may also consider applying Actigard (200g/ha) with your 
copper to add extra protection against Psa. Actigard requires 
good leaf condition for it to be taken up into the plant, so has 
little value late in the season once leaf condition deteriorates 

(so will not be an option for late harvested vines).

KiwiVax is another Psa control option for both organic and 
conventional growers. It is recommended that you follow 
a “programme” of KiwiVax applied as a root drench up to 
three times a year through spring and/or autumn. Due to its 
biological nature you will probably not notice a difference 
in plant health if you apply a single application. As it’s a 
live organism, it’s best to apply while the soil temperature 
exceeds 10°C.

Scale
If you had a problem with scale this year, consider applying 
Movento with DuWett after harvest while leaf condition is 
good. Adding Kwicken (a penetrant) to the tank will improve 
the uptake of Movento into the leaf, therefore improving 
efficacy. You’ll need to apply another scale spray in spring but 
applying Movento now has shown to reduce scale pressure 
the following spring and helps take the pressure off during a 
busy spring spray window.

Please note that this application is considered “off-label” and 
will require a Justified Approval from Zespri. Do not apply 
within five days of copper.

Gold3 Buffer Store
The incentive for growers who put fruit into 
buffer store has been agreed between TGL 
and Trevelyan’s Pack & Cool. 

Growers will receive a payment of $0.0122 per tray for 
every day fruit is in buffer store. A 15% premium will 
be paid above this figure. The incentive is only paid 
for the days fruit is in buffer store and excludes days 
spent curing before being buffer stored.

This figure has been calculated based on three years 
of trial data on the weight loss of fruit while in buffer 

store, compared to losses that occur during curing 
anyway. A Zespri model was then used to turn that 
weight loss percent into a dollar amount.

As an example, if your have 100 bins in buffer store for 
10 days, and eventually pack 9,600 trays, the incentive 
payment will be:

• 9,600 trays x 10 days x $0.0122/day = $1,171.20

• Adding a 15% premium to this amount:  
$1,171.20 x 1.15 = $1,346.88

TGL Update »
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Colin’s Chatter
Colin Olesen – TGL Chair

TGL Update »

Safety On Orchard, At Home And On The Street
Your directors had a full agenda at their February meeting. We welcomed Joga Singh and Heather 
Hawkey to their first meeting as our Associate Directors for 2021. We also changed the location of our 
meeting to the Orchard Church Lounge as the on-site board room is now a little cramped for space 
with our enlarged group.

The 2021 draft Supply Agreement was reviewed. It still 
requires a few tweaks. The final draft will be approved at our 
March meeting and then emailed to all growers for signing. 
Please make reading and signing this agreement a priority at 
that time.

Your directors were presented with a future capacity 
planning review. This modelling was based upon several 
assumptions but provided valuable insight into the direction 
Trevelyan’s is heading. It gave comfort and assurance to your 
directors that the welfare and security of our growers are 
being well catered for.

The foundation of TPCL services, while centred on strong 
business and personal values, aims to achieve the best 
possible outcomes and financial returns for our growers. 
Your directors spent significant time debating and discussing 
the Buffer Store Compensation Funding Model to ensure 
grower equity was fair. Equally, grower equity criteria was 
paramount when we addressed the Eurofins 2020 maturity 

testing charges along with the subsequent Trevelyan's 
laboratory testing charges for the additional work our 
laboratory had to undertake during the 2020 harvest when 
the Eurofin service was terminated. These charges will be 
applied to grower payments shortly.

The picking audit regime review has seen the possibility 
of an auditor returning to an orchard during harvest for a 
second audit on the same day emphasised. Growers take 
months to prepare and present their fruit as best they can for 
packing and market. We want to continue to see that benefit 
maximised by excellent picking quality at harvest time. 

With all New Zealand, at the time of writing, returning to 
an increased COVID level of living, we need to be caring 
for each other, not just within our community but across 
communities. May we each make our contribution to the 
health of our people by observing correct protocols and 
respecting everyone we come into contact with. Stay safe. 
Colin Olesen - Chair

2020 Maturity Charges
Zespri and the industry have agreed to pay Eurofins for clearance samples completed at 
the start of last season that met the service delivery requirements. 

This is the low number of samples that were 
completed before issues started occurring with their 
service delivery. The charges for TGL growers have 
been invoiced from Zespri and will be on-charged to 
the grower that requested the sample in accordance 
with the 2020 packing agreement.

After Eurofins left the industry, the Trevelyan’s lab 
increased capacity and did clearance sampling for 
the rest of the season, in addition to the monitoring 
sampling that is normally done. The cost of this 
extra sampling was $50,000. This will be pre-rated 
across growers according to the number of maturity 
areas.
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DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this document is 
given in good faith, but because in providing this report it has been  
necessary, in some circumstances, to rely on the information 
provided by others and a number of future factors, this may 
influence the result. Accordingly, Trevelyan’s Pack and Cool 
Ltd and their employees do not accept any liability should 
any grower or other party incur any loss having relied on 
information given in this document.

Staff Profile: Deanna Shaw
Tell us a bit about yourself and your background.
I have just completed a Bachelor of Commerce in Wellington at Victoria 
University. I grew up on a dairy farm, where I was exposed to work practices 
from a young age. I would be involved in farm work after school and in the 
weekends. Myself and my family now live on a kiwifruit orchard in Maketu 
(packing with Trevelyan’s of course). Again, this has exposed me to the 
kiwifruit industry for a few years now and has been hugely beneficial in starting 
here at Trevelyan’s.  

What attracted you to working at Trevelyan’s?
Due to my background, I have always had agriculture/horticulture industry 
knowledge. In recent years, when we moved to a kiwifruit orchard, it allowed 
me to see how big this industry is and that it’s somewhere I can see myself 
working in the future. When I finished university, I didn’t have any idea of 
what sort of job I wanted but the size and the growth of this industry really 
interested me, which led me to begin my employment search through all of the 
packhouses in Te Puke. 

Once I had an initial meeting here at Trevelyan’s, it gave me insight to how 
Trevelyan’s operates and the working environment and business ethos really 
suited me. 

What is your role and what does it involve?
My role as Inventory Coordinator involves working alongside Donna as well as 
the shipping team to get through the peak season workload. 

When you’re not at work what do you like to do?
Outside of work I like to spend my time on the lake doing a variety of 
watersports in summer, then in winter I like to head to the mountain and  
get in a weekend of snow skiing. I enjoy spending my time socialising  
with my family and friends. I also like to involve myself in a sport,  
typically social leagues and being active. Trending websites, YouTube, 

Facebook & industry e-info

www.trevelyan.co.nz
Check out our website

trevelyanspcl
facebook.com/trevelyanspcl

BayFarms, Online Orders
www.bayfarms.net.nz

Zespri Sustainability
www.zespri.com/en-NZ/zespri-sustainability

Vine Online
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James Trevelyan 
Managing Director 
027 648 8878

Stephen Butler 
general Manager 
027 517 7999

Mike Perrett 
grower ServiceS 
Manager 
027 359 5960

Debbie Robinson 
Supply Manager – 
027 530 0559

Adam Franklin 
orcharD DiviSion 
Manager  
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Christine Broad 
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co-orDinator 
0275 395 644
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